/INSight
Benefits
Increased accuracy of all
outputs resulting in improved
survey deliverables
Completes any RTK outages
arising from loss of correction
signal at time of survey
Up to 1cm positional accuracy
when no real-time correction
available at time of survey
Post Process Kinematic (PPK)
and Precise Point Positioning
(PPP) processing modes
supported
Flexible output options
for integration of data into
multibeam post processing
packages
Expert 24x7 Technical Support

GNSS Post Processing for CodaOctopus
Motion sensors
INSight™ is a GNSS post processing tool that
allows very accurate corrections to be applied
to CodaOctopus:MOTION data. Post Processed
Kinematic and Precise Point Positioning processing
modes are supported. The corrected GNSS data is
passed through a Kalman filter in conjunction with
the original inertial data to produce fully optimised
outputs in MCOM format, which can then be
exported to a user definable CSV format.
INSight™ allows you to apply advanced post processing techniques
to existing GNSS data. This increases the overall accuracy of the final
solution to the Motion series products alone and gives you more
control over the processed outputs. The ability to post process the
CodaOctopus motion data can potentially save time spent repeating
surveys due to RTK dropouts, and will improve the quality of your survey
deliverables.

Features
Ability to apply Post Processed Kinematic base station corrections or
Precise Point Positioning data to your MOTION data to achieve
extremely accurate post processed position, attitude, heading and heave
Includes NovAtel® Waypoint® GrafNavTM for advanced GNSS processing.
Compatible with the complete full range of CodaOctopus:motion
sensors: F175™/F180®/F190™ series and the remote IMU variants
Very intuitive and easy to use project-based application
Ability to supply and utilise multiple base station data sources in a
single project
Forward and reverse processing supported
Configuration settings can be edited to correct for poor initial
on-line configuration
	Output to MCOM format and user configurable CSV format at
user configurable output rates
GNSS Solution Status output field to indicate the quality of correction
utilised (RTK-float, RTK Integer etc.)
Full support for iHeave (70 second period filtered heave)

/INSight
Inputs
F175™/F180®/F190™ RD data files
Optional RINEX format (v2.00 and 2.11) base station data
Optional SP3 Precise Point Positioning data
Optional Waypoint GPB format base station data
Optional KP format file

Outputs
MCOM format
User definable CSV format

System Requirements
Component

Minimum

Recommended

Processor

CPU Pentium 3 at 800 MHz or equivalent

CPU Dual Core 2.5 GHz or equivalent

Memory

512MB RAM

4GB RAM

Operating system

Windows XP Professional or Windows 7

Windows® 7 Professional

Free Disk Space

200MB for installation

200MB for installation; SSD for faster processing

Screen Resolution

1024 x 768 pixels

1280 x 1024 pixels

USB Port

1x USB port for security key

1x USB port for security key

®

®

‘I conducted a survey up on the Solway Firth well away from our base
station. The data from DGPS + Tide Gauge was pretty hideous, but once
I produced a track from MOTION INSight™, which I found really easy to
do, I got some really good results. I can now be confident that we have
a go anywhere solution using CodaOctopus equipment’.
Chris Heppenstall, Hydrographer, Associated British Ports
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